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Introduction
Forensic soundness of a cryptocurrency investigation:
● Completeness: Given a public key or wallet address, all transactions conducted using the 

key or wallet address are recovered.
● Integrity: The blockchain ledger being queried is identical to that which is currently 

accepted by the consensus network.
● Confidentiality: Information regarding which transactions are relevant to the examination 

are not being unintentionally disclosed



Introduction cont.

● Third-party blockchain indexer
● Integrity of  query responses
● Address derivation schemes



Motivation

A forensically sound cryptocurrency lookup platform must 
consist of a trusted full node running directly on the 

blockchain network.



Contributions

We provide the primary discussion on what it means for a 
cryptocurrency investigation to be forensically sound.

We present BlockQuery, an open-source proof of concept blockchain 
query system for Bitcoin

We show that our approach is capable of detecting transactions 
generated by Hierarchical Deterministic (HD) wallets that many publicly 
available tools cannot find due to failures in their address derivation 
methods. 



Background

Hierarchical Deterministic Wallets

• use extended keys to compartmentalize 
addresses under logical “accounts”

• Each account has an associated key pair, and 
accounts are organized hierarchically.

• At the lowest level in the hierarchy, the keys are 
used to deterministically derive ephemeral 
wallet addresses

Bitcoin Address Types

• Three valid Bitcoin address representations.

• Each address type has a respective extended key 
representation used to derive addresses of that 
type

• Memory forensic analysis of  applications using 
all three address types show in some cases it is 
only possible to recover one representation of the 
public key



Address 
Representations



Methodology

• Bitcoin node: A standard Bitcoin JSON-RPC 
API server fully synced with the current state 
of the blockchain

• Indexer: This service processes and indexes 
the raw block data from the node for quick and 
easy querying

• Web application: The user interface for 
making queries and exploring discovered 
transactions.



Methodology cont.

• Public key and desired deprivation depth are provided 
as parameters to the address deprivation function

• Set of derived addresses are returned

• Change addresses are used by Bitcoin wallets to 
attempt to obfuscate outgoing transactions by 
generating new addresses on a separate derivation path



Methodology cont.

• After the set of possible child addresses is generated, 
electrs is queried with each address to retrieve the 
associated transaction history 🡪 Brute forcing   231 

possible child addresses on a derivation path

• Necessary to brute force all possible child addresses 

• Our tool allows the desired depth of each query to 
be specified by the user



Evaluation & Findings



Evaluation Criteria
● Surveyed publicly available Bitcoin lookup platforms

○ Only considered services that allow users to search for transactions by extended 
public key

● Memory and filesystem forensics was performed against each system to 
obtain forensic artifacts including extended public keys and addresses

● A second HD wallet was generated with python-hdwallet 5 , which allows 
users to manually set the index of the derivation path



Evaluation Criteria
1. Whether or not tool was open-source
2. If the tool queried a third-party server and thereby compromised the 

confidentiality of the investigation
3. If the tool automatically converted the key to every possible representation 

to cover the entire address space.
4. If the tool allowed the user to manually adjust the address gap limit or 

derivation depth.



Findings



Limitations
● Computing all 231 possible addresses for a given extended key would require a 

machine with significant parallel computing power
○ Outsourcing this responsibility to larger agencies or trusted univiersities with 

the available resources is one way to overcome this



Future Work
• Extended key dataset would facilitate the development of more forensic tools 

leveraging extended keys by streamlining testing and evaluation
• Application of BlockQuery to other cryptocurrencies that implement address 

derivation schemes compatible with HD wallets
• Plugin integration of BlockQuery for certain software
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